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Answer Yes/No Questions,  
Record Data in a Chart in Rows. 
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Differentiate and Assess 
Not every student will be ready to investigate this concept at this Level and so we will need to differentiate to ensure every student is learning at 
their leading edge. Select the Differentiate button on this screen.  

Integrate 
Every mathematical concept is integrally related to other mathematical concepts. Teaching and learning related concepts simultaneously develops 
deep relational understanding. Select the Integrate button on this screen.  

Intervene 
Some students may not yet be ready to investigate this concept at any Level, and so we will need to provide some intervention. Select the 
Intervention button on this screen. 
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ANSWER YES/NO QUESTIONS AND RECORD DATA IN A CHART IN ROWS. 
EXPLICIT TEACHING PLAN OVERVIEW PAGE 

THIS PAGE IS A SUMMARY OF THE EXPLICIT TEACHING PLAN, INCLUDING STRATEGIC QUESTIONS, AND DESRIBING THE SEQUENCE WHICH WILL OCCUR OVER MULTIPLE LESSONS. 
RESOURCES:UNIFORM-SIZED PAPER, PENCIL, PAPER 

WHAT COULD WE DO? WHAT LANGUAGE COULD WE USE TO EXPLAIN AND ASK QUESTIONS? 

Children:  
• identify that the term data means information 
 
 
 
• answer yes/no questions about themselves 

o all answer yes 
o all answer no 
o some answer yes and some answer no 

 
 
 

 
• record data in rows using uniform-sized pictures 

 
 

 
• explain the conventions of picture graphs (no gaps or overlaps)  

 

 

Children 
• Ask one another questions about data and representing data in rows 

► What do you know about data? 
► Where have you heard the word data? 
► What do you think data means? 
 

 
► Are you a child? 
► Are you an elephant? 
► Are you a boy? 
► If you answered ‘yes’, please stand in a row here. 
► If you answered no, please stand in a row here. 
► When you stand in rows like this, can we tell without counting whether 

more children said ‘yes’ or ‘no’? 
 
► Could we draw a picture of ourselves, and place it in the ‘yes’ or ‘no’ 

row? 
► Could we place pictures in rows? 
 
► When we place the pictures in rows with no gaps or overlaps, is it easy 

to see which row is longer? 
 When we place the pictures in rows with no gaps or overlaps, is it easy to see  

without counting whether more children said ‘yes’ or ‘no’? 
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ANSWER YES/NO QUESTIONS AND RECORD DATA IN A CHART IN ROWS. 
EXPLICIT TEACHING PLAN 

FULL EXPLICIT TEACHING PLAN, EMBEDDING DEEP RELATIONAL UNDERSTANDING, METALANGUAGE, AND QUESTIONS THAT MAY BE USED OVER MULTIPLE LESSONS. 
WHAT COULD WE DO? WHAT LANGUAGE COULD WE USE TO EXPLAIN AND ASK QUESTIONS? 

Children think about, talk and listen to a friend about, then have the opportunity to 
share what they already know about data. 
 
 
 
 
 
Allow children to discuss electronic devices that they may use to play games, for 
example, devices that attach to a television, smart phones, tablets 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ask a question about themselves, to which all children will answer 'yes'. 
 
 
 
Ask a question about themselves, to which all children will answer 'no'. 

► Today brings an investigation about data. 
► What do you know about data? 
► Talk about data with a friend. 
► Is anyone ready to share what they are thinking about data? 

 

 
► Where have you heard the word data? 
► Do you ever play electronic games? 
► When you finish, do you save your data? 
► What do you think data means? 
► Do you think data might mean information? 

 

► Today we’re going to investigate collecting data by asking 
some questions that you can answer 'yes' or 'no' to: 

► Are you a child? 
► Who answered 'yes'? 
► Did everyone answer 'yes'? Why? 
► Are all of you children? 
► Are you an elephant? 
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Ask a question about themselves, to which some children will answer 'yes', and 
some children will answer 'no' 
 
 
 
 
 
Children who answered yes stand in one line and children who answered no stand 
in a line next to the other line, for example, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

► Who answered 'no'? 
► Did everyone answer 'no'? Why? 
► Are none of you elephants? 

 
► Are you a boy? 
► Who answered 'yes'? 
► Who answered 'no'? 
► Why did some children answer 'yes', and some children answer 'no'? 
► Are both answers correct? Why? 
► Did the boys answer ‘yes’ and the girls answer ‘no’?  

 
► If you answered ‘yes’, please stand in a row here. 
► If you answered no, please stand in a row here. 
► When you stand in rows like this, can we tell without counting whether more 

children said ‘yes’ or ‘no’? 
► Which row is longer? 
► Is the ‘no’ row longer? 
► Which row is shorter? 
► Is the ‘yes’ row shorter? 
► Did more children say no to our question ‘are you a boy?’ 
► Did fewer children say yes to our question ‘are you a boy?’? 
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Distribute a uniform-sized piece of paper to all children, for example, 
On their piece of paper, boys draw a picture of a boy, and girls draw a 
picture of a girl, for example, 
 
 
 
Place the ‘yes’ pictures in a row  
(with gaps), for example,  
Place the ‘no’  
pictures in a row  
(with overlaps)  
underneath the  
‘yes’ row, for example, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Make the rows  
with no gaps or  
over laps, each  
starting at the  
same base line,  
for example, 
 

► I am going to give you all a piece of paper for you to draw 
your answer to the question, ‘are you a boy?’. 

► If you answer ‘yes’ draw a picture of a boy. 
► If you answer ‘no’, draw a picture of a girl. 

 
► Who answered ‘yes’? 
► Let’s place your pictures in a row. 
► Who answered ‘no’? 
► Let’s place your pictures in a row. 
► Which row is longer? 
► Is the ‘yes’ row longer? 
► Does that mean more children said ‘yes’? 
► But didn’t we have more girls than boys? 
► Shouldn’t we have more ‘nos’ than ‘yeses’? 
► Why is the ‘yes’ row longer? 
► Are there gaps in the ‘yes’ row? 
► Are there overlaps in the ‘no’ row? 

 
 
 

► Let’s make the rows with no gaps and no over laps. 
► Now which row is longer? 
► Is the ‘no’ row longer? 
► Does that mean more children said ‘no’? 
► Does that mean we have more girls than boys? 
► Now which row is shorter? 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 
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► Is the ‘yes’ row shorter? 
► Does that mean fewer children said ‘yes’? 
► Does that mean we have fewer boys than girls? 

 
► When we make rows with no gaps or overlaps, is it easy to see without 

counting which row is longer? 
► When we make rows with no gaps or overlaps, is it easy to see without 

counting which row is shorter? 
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